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Reviewed by Lorraine Daston 
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History has not been kind to Sirneon-Denis Poisson. A towering figure in early- 
19th-century French mathematics and mathematical physics for his contempo- 
raries, Poisson suffers these days from a reputation of failed promise, a meteor 
that fizzled. Recent historical evaluations of his multifaceted scientific career in 
probability theory, mechanics, capillarity, elasticity, optics, algebra, electricity, 
and magnetism all sound the same theme: Poisson was a brilliant student whose 
scientific style never matured sufficiently to shake off the influence of his teach- 
ers, particularly Laplace. Despite his technical facility, Poisson-so the story 
goes-lacked the originality and daring to go beyond the short-range molecular 
forces interacting among discrete particles that his master Laplace had set forth as 
the explanatory framework for mathematical physics. Apparently, neither criti- 
cism nor neglect nor outright failure could dissuade this devoted disciple from 
carrying forth the grand program he had learned at the ficole Polytechnique and 
the Society of Arcueil as a youth. 
Although this volume aims at an “appreciation” of Poisson and his work, most 
of the contributors ring the changes on these familiar themes. Indeed, in his 
preface Paul Germain justifies the close study of Poisson’s oddly disappointing 
career as an object lesson in how talent may not flow into genius, inviting “nous 
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les hommes de science d’aujourd’hui, a la humilite et a la patience, mais aussi a la 
perspicacite” (p. iv). Most of the essays in this collection (mostly in French, some 
in English) explore the specifics of Poisson’s alleged failure of perspicacity in 
choice of problems and’fruitful approaches. The answers are strikingly uniform: 
David.Arnold (“Poisson and mechanics”) notes that Poisson’s intense interest in 
definite integrals and later summations, as opposed to the continuous functions of 
the calculus, stemmed from his “attempts to establish the mathematical rigor for 
the results arising from research on molecular mechanics” (p. 28); Paul Brouzeng 
(“Poisson et la capillarite selon Duhem d’apres un manuscrit inedit: les lecons sur 
les theories de la capillarite”) criticizes Poisson’s attempt to penetrate the physi- 
cal reality beneath the equations with molecular models as responsible for the 
imprecision of his results (p. 47); Louis Bucciarelli (“Poisson and the mechanics 
of elastic surfaces”) laments over “how Poisson’s excessive allegiance to his own 
version of the molecular conceptual scheme limited the scope of his studies and 
rendered them, for the most part, inconsequential” (p. 95). 
But despite these largely negative conclusions, much can be gleaned from these 
essays about the aims and methods of applied mathematics during a period when 
mathematics was, at least in France, almost indistinguishable from mathematical 
physics. Poisson was arguably the doyen of this school, and his work throws the 
characteristic features of this kind of mathematics into relief. Typical of this 
approach was an emphasis on the congruence between mathematical and physical 
entities, as opposed to a physically “neutral” formal technique viewed as inde- 
pendent of any particular application. That is, Poisson practiced more of the 
“mixed mathematics” of the 18th century than the applied mathematics of the 
19th century. Bucciarelli provides an illuminating example of the intimate connec- 
tion between mathematical method and physical subject matter in his fine discus- 
sion of how Poisson ultimately rejected the calculus of variations in his work on 
elasticity. Yet this insistence upon a match between mathematics and the physical 
entities it purported to describe did not necessarily imply any great sensitivity to 
the ways in which these entities manifested themselves phenomenally. As Andre 
Chappert (“Poisson et les problemes de l’optique. La controverse avec Fresnel”) 
points out, Poisson’s conviction that optical phenomena could be deduced from a 
general mechanical theory of elastic materials (which in turn would be based on a 
theory of molecular forces) led him to ignore the specificity of known optical 
effects in his treatment of the problem. Yet sometimes this “science globale” (p. 
118) could be extraordinarily effective in mathematizing previously resistant 
fields, as R. W. Home shows in his “Physical principles and the possibility of a 
mathematical science of electricity and magnetism”: in this case Poisson’s alle- 
giance to the Laplacean techniques developed for gravitation paid off. 
Historians of mathematics will be interested especially in the essays of Robin 
Rider (“Poisson and algebra: Against an eighteenth-century background”); 0. B. 
Sheynin (“Poisson and statistics”); S. S. Demidov (“Des parenthkses de Poisson 
aux algebres de Lie”); and B. Bru (“Poisson, le calcul des probabilitks et I’in- 
struction publique”). Rider sets Poisson’s algebraic work in the context of Be- 
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zout’s and Euler’s efforts to eliminate variables from multivariable systems, em- 
phasizing Poisson’s debt to Euler’s and Lagrange’s work on permuting roots. 
(Poisson’s familiarity with the latter tradition places his dismissal of Evariste 
Galois’ memoir on the quintic in a new and somewhat puzzling light, for Galois’ 
departure point was also Lagrange’s memoir on permuting roots.) Demidov 
provides a mostly post-Poisson history of the “crochets de Poisson” from Jaco- 
bi’s rational mechanics to Lie algebras. Sheynin’s very brief piece recapitulates 
themes already treated in greater depth in his earlier article on Poisson, but Bru’s 
essay breaks new ground, particularly in tracing the dissemination of the Fourier 
transform in the work of Laplace, Poisson, and Cauchy. Bru does use modern 
mathematical notation, and (far worse) does not always identify all of his vari- 
ables, but his analysis of Poisson’s controversy with Bienayme over the law of 
large numbers proof and of his participation on the Conseil Royal de 1’Instruction 
Publique is first-rate. 
The editors have included several biographical pieces, including Pierre Costa- 
bel’s rendering of his Dictionary ofScientific Biography article on Poisson “avec 
toutes les nuances de la langue dans laquelle il a CtC Ccrit” (p. l), and Ernest 
Coumet’s intriguing discoveries in the Polytechique archives concerning Pois- 
son’s student days (among them documents showing Poisson’s involvement in a 
“SociCtC d’enseignement” which taught workers Monge’s descriptive geometry). 
However, the editors themselves have performed the most valuable service to 
scholars laboring in the Poisson vineyards with their exhaustive bibliography of 
Poisson’s published works (“Elements pour une etude sur Sirneon Denis Pois- 
son”), selected annotations (including contemporary and later commentaries on 
them), and references to known archival materials. 
I Want to Be a Mathematician: An Automathography. By Paul R. Halmos. New 
York (Springer-Verlag). 1985. 421 pp. with 43 photographs. $41.50. 
Reviewed by Melvin Henriksen 
Harvey Mudd College, Claremont, California 91711 
My first encounter with Paul Halmos was in 1950 when I read his excellent book 
on linear algebra [Halmos 19421 which enabled me to solve a set of problems 
assigned in a lecture course on Hilbert spaces which I was taking at the University 
of Wisconsin. The point of view expressed in this book is standard today, but was 
very new to me then. My second encounter was in person at a party at Israel 
Herstein’s apartment in Chicago in April 1953 where I heard Halmos defend a 
controversial review [Halmos 19531 critical of the Bourbaki volume Integration. 
This inspired me to read his book on measure theory [Halmos 19501 and adopt his 
point of view on the subject. While I have never been his colleague, and my 
